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ANRL Annual Membership Meeting

Saturday, Jan. 21, 2023
11:00 Eastern time

Preliminaries
Roll call
Introductions and thank-yous
Approve the minutes

Reports
President--Paul LeValley
1st Vice-President--Bob Proctor
2nd Vice-President--Dave Foote
Treasurer--Jim Hnatio
Scanning Committee--Andrew Walker
Newsletter Committee--Dee Kopesky
Technical Committee--Bob Proctor

Database/NAS
Web Site

Video conversion--Gary Nichols
Photo archive--Rick Marchessault
Newsletter--Paul LeValley
Research--Paul LeValley
Other nudist libraries--Dave Foote
Membership--Lynn Serrin
Remote volunteers--Paul, Bob, Dave

Old Business
Password list
Getting control of library accounts

New Business
Life membership fees
Library remodeling
Marketing plan
Invest funds?

Election
Candidates:

President: Paul LeValley
1st Vice-President: Bob Proctor
2nd Vice-President: Dave Foote
Secretary: Lynn Serrin



Treasurer: Jim Hnatio

Schedule board meetings
Apr. 15
July 15
Oct. 21
Jan. 20

Questions and comments from the members



American Nudist Research Library

Report of Activities in 2022

Paul LeValley

The library has come through the third year of the coronavirus with several staff

illnesses, and healthy people stretched thin while filling in for the sick.  Attendance has

remained low at 163--partly because the library was open only by appointment when

the building was barricaded off for seven weeks while Cypress Cove painted it green. 

Thanks to seasonal volunteers, we are once again open six days a week--at least

through the winter months.  We resumed the annual staff Christmas Banquet after a

pandemic lapse of two years.

This year, we received our first Interlibrary Loan--which means recognition as an

equal by a major university library.  We also acquired copies of nearly every children's

book about nudity that we know of.  And we bought our first Mac patron computer--

giving visitors a choice of which type of computer to use.

Jim Sweeney retired after 40 years of volunteering for the library--a record that

won't be broken anytime soon.  A couple of new board members and several new

department heads are taking charge of their areas.  And for the first time, we are

beginning to organize our photo collection.

Our new Premium membership has proven popular, with 26 signing up so far for

home access to scans of 14 classic magazine titles.  Plans for a membership drive are

coming together--as are plans to remodel the interior of the library to create 180 feet of

additional shelf space.

It has been an exhausting, but productive year.

Research

Two library researchers from earlier years have now had their books published:

one on the history of Canadian nudism, and one on the history of British nudism.

Newsletter

If you have anything for the next edition, get it to me quickly.

Remote Volunteers

Some of our remote volunteers are digging in and finding additional ways to be

active participants in the library.  Others still await assignments.



VP Report Jan 03, 2023: Bob Proctor, VP ANRL

As Vice President  of ANRL, I have not been asked to do specific things and the Job Description for VP does 
not mention anything specific, other than "Shall advise the President on items relating to the betterment of 
ANRL". I have done this but I'm unsure of the  degree  to which President has used my advice. My report 
includes most of the work I have been doing over the last quarter.

The significant event for this quarter was purchase of a new MAC Mini for ANRL. I cloned my home desktop 
MAC onto the Mini and by doing that, I saved the Library the purchase price of FileMaker, BBEdit, and a 
number of  other useful utilities. The Mini has 5 UserIDs and users will be asked to login to use the computer, 
and then log out when done.
      
This is a record of events that  I was involved in at ANRL over the last quarter:

1. Oct 18, 2022 - Should we renew ALA Membership? Nobody uses this and everybody feels that it's 
important to continue. We wasted lots of time in the debate on whether or not to continue.

2. Oct 20, 2022 - What is the status of the LOGO? Discussions took place but this never got resolved.
3. Oct 26, 2022 - Note to Staff ref: Patron Kiosk Updates. Discussions took place but nothing changed.
4. Oct 26, 2022 - Note to Staff ref:  vs Windows for Secretary Computer
5. Oct 27, 2022 - Jim Hnatio meeting at Cheeks w/ Lynn & Bob
6. Nov 01, 2022 - Eran Shay started helping with install of MS365 on Secretary computer. This project 

went sideways with lots of password issues and mystery of the process. Wasted time resulted. 
7. Nov 03, 2022 - Bill O'Neill visited - Australia - Tx, newspaper Exec Europe, times, post, etc  w Lou 

Cook
8. Nov 05, 2022 - Bob bailed out of MS-365 discussion due to frustration
9. Nov 08, 2022 - Bob asked for payment of ½ the cost of ISP service at SiteGround. This was paid
10. Nov 08, 2022 - BOD Minutes went out after 25-hrs of wasted time doing re-writes and arguing about 

format
11. Nov 09, 2022 - Domain Registry Debacle: Paul opened Phishing Scam letter but Bob stopped his 

attempt to pay.
12. Nov 09, 2022 - Lynn bailed out of MS-365 installation due to frustration
13. Nov 10, 2022 - Bob asked Jim H. to send ~$35 to Rob Miskimon for smart switch shipment; Done
14. Nov 10, 2022 - Note to BOD: Yes or No for  Mac Mini?
15. Nov 11, 2022 - Purchase MAC Mini
16. Nov 12, 2022 - Purchase Keyboard and Mouse
17. Nov 12, 2022  -Purchase Dell Monitor for MAC Mini
18. Nov 12, 2022 - Certificate of  Exemption discussion started: Should we have an Amazon ANRL account 

with Tax Exempt on file?
19. Nov 13, 2022 - Somebody messed with electrical at ANRL. Bob diagnosed and fixed after spending a 

day
20. Nov 18, 2022 - Mac Mini landed
21. Nov 18, 2022 - Maintenance Log Book for Computer Equipment started for logging all activity on 

equipment.
22. Nov 19, 2022 - Discussion continued on ALA renewal and ALA benefits: asked Consortium
23. Nov 20, 2022 - loaded Professor & Researcher's SIG newsletter on NAS; Why was it missing?
24. Nov 20, 2022 - loaded Evan Nix Lupin .mp4 onto NAS



25. Nov 20, 2022 - discussion continues: Tax Exemption use on Mac Mini and renewal 
26. Dec 05, 2022 - Annual Banquet: Decision by LeValley to ignore requests for a catered event and just get 

a bucket of KFC
27. Dec 08, 2022 - Andrew Blair visited for 1 week and helped straighten out BU Discs and help with book 

scanning
28. Dec 10, 2022 - wrote MAC Mini Instructions file on Evernote
29. Dec 12, 2022 - Bucket of KFC Holiday Dinner
30. Dec 31, 2022 - Eran Shay & Bob Proctor wrote script to link all JPG files in one folder for easy review
31. Jan 01, 2023 - Wrote MAC Mini Tips and tricks web page
32. Jan 02, 2023 - Photo shoot at ANRL with Dave Carlson
33. Jan 05, 2023 - Brought the scanning laptop back to life after it stopped working
34. Jan 06, 2023 - Social Media Zoom Meeting - Kris Lynn Dave Bob

Database Report: Bob Proctor
The main focus  was updates to the membership Database in the areas of messaging and recording.

1. Dropbox: There are over 100,000 files in our Dropbox. With Selective Sync it is possible to limit the 
number of files that sync to personal computers, like the Secretary computer, and Bob's personal 
computer. A clean-up process is in place to remove duplicate files and migrate info to NAS.

2. Evernote: There are an increasing number of files that exist in Evernote. Some are running 
conversations that have been clipped from emails. There is a file for each volunteer with most 
conversations. Others are reports that are work in progress. Some are collaborative work on specific 
projects. Evernote's search tool and its tagging and notebook features make it easy to find things. 
Evernote's ability to make a web page is an efficient and quick way of updating a web pages and keeping 
them current.

3. Report Generation:  The model we use is this: (1) NAS holds our Digital data. (2) The FileMaker 
Database records the contents of the NAS and makes reports. (3) The Website is the landing spot for 
Reports. This process has broken down in many areas: Data gets loaded into NAS but the Database does 
not get updated. Reports then are incorrect. Fixing this will take a bit of work, some manual work by 
paying better attention to not changing NAS w/o changing the Database. Another fix could be with 
scripts or programs which some smart guy could write.

4. Database Processing Scripts and Programs: One example is the script that Eran Shay and Bob P. 
wrote that finds all JPG files in Dropbox and makes a folder with soft links to those JPG files. With this, 
its an easy job to find duplicates and do housekeeping. Other scripts could be written to collect names of 
media files and connect them to Database records.

Website Report: Bob Proctor
21 pages of the ~300 pages on the Website have been updated this quarter. Many of these  have been updated 
numerous times. This does not count the many refreshes of reports, which get updated without a name change. 
Reports residing in Evernote with links on Website pages undergo continuous changes.

Technical:  Bob Proctor
Fixing problems was a big issue this quarter. Two UPS units needed new batteries. Several power strips died. 
Fixing human errors contributed and we still don't know who changed wiring and caused problems. A Log 
Book  may help to keep a record of changes, but only if people bother to use it. Message to all: Please keep 
your hands off the equipment unless you coordinate with the Technical Committee.



1. Windows computers: Each of the computers has a single UserID for login. With that, if UserA sets up 
an environment, UserB could come along and change the environment. Doing this wastes lots of time 
because UserA can not get back to his environment and continue working. We need an administrator to 
setup UserIDs for users. 

2. The MAC Mini - There are 5 UserIDs as documented on our Website. Each requires a Password. One 
UserID is Kiosk2. This has access to DocFetcher and the 2 TB external hard disc which has a copy of 
the Digital Archives as of around Dec 1, 2022. Another UserID is Secretary and this is still being setup 
for FileMaker Database work. Another User ID is Robert Proctor and this is the Admin account. The 
MAC Mini uses a 1 TB external hard disk for it's Time Machine (continuous backup of the Mini).

3. MAC Mini Training Two web pages explain the basics of operation. Since the setup process is still a 
work in progress, volunteers should review documentation and work directly with Bob Proctor

4. DocFetcher Server A new (slightly used) Windows computer with a spare monitor, keyboard, and 
mouse is sitting there waiting for the server to be installed.

5. Power Strips A significant part of the wiring at ANRL is on the floor with old surge protector power 
strips. We are in the process of purchasing wall-mounted multiple outlets to better manage cabling.

Digital Archive - NAS: Bob Proctor
The size of the Digital Archives is > 5 TB and is approaching the 6 TB disc size. A backup was done for most of 
the data but we are running out of available backup disc space. There are around a half dozen volunteers who 
are writing data into NAS. All, of course, are remote volunteers.

Social Media: Bob Proctor
My Twitter account @ANR_Library shows 122 Following 4,851 Followers. 49 tweets in 2020, 3 tweets in 
2021, and 39 tweets in 2022. I try to tweet once every week with happenings at ANRL. There is a web page 
with all of my tweets. ANRL's Facebook Group posts are similar to those tweeted. Accounts on MeWe, 
Instagram, and Reddit are growing.



2 January 2023From: Dave Foote, ANRL 2nd Vice PresidentSubject: 2nd Vice President Report for ANRL Annual Meeting 21 January 20231. Social Media Activity and Expansion. I administer ANRL’s Facebook Group, whichnow has about 160 members and in which participation and posts by group membershave grown for several quarters. I am also a member of a recently established planninggroup developing an expanded social media footprint as part of a new ANRL marketingplan. It is expected that during 2023, ANRL will expand onto several other social mediasites beyond Facebook and Twitter, although specific choices for expansion have not yetbeen made pending further review.2. Consortium Activities. Participated in the quarterly Zoom meeting of the NudistLibrary Consortium on 10 December, advising the group that new ANRL files in additionto magazines (newsletters, club files, audio files, etc.) were now available to them.WNRL and NEFRL have already started using these services, and AANR-NW said theyplanned to do so in the near future. As another part of my consortium activity, I sat in asan ANRL observer for WNRL’s monthly board meetings and was presented an honoraryWNRL membership in the last quarter.3. Google Workspace (GW) Administrator. ANRL’s Premium Membership programcontinues to grow, and nine new premium members were added into our GoogleWorkspace file sharing area in the last quarter. More technically experienced premiummembers catch on quickly, but some less technical new members require help learningthe new system that can last a week or more. I also manage the anrl.org email domainwhich has expanded in the last quarter due to anticipated changes in email addresses usedby the board and some volunteers for library business.4. Quality Control. Quality control is proceeding slowly with only a few volunteersactively involved. More volunteers are needed, but we have recorded enough qualityproblems now that it is time for us to start finding replacement pages and begin addingthem into our PDFs. If we can't find a better copy at ANRL, then we should contact eachConsortium library to see if they can help us with scans of the missing or poor qualitypages. And then, if we find a better scan elsewhere, those should be merged into the PDFfor the appropriate magazine. None of this has been done in the past. In coming quarters,I will set up a procedure to go the “final mile”, obtain replacement scans wherever wecan get them, and merge the replacements into our digital archive.



American Nudist Research Library 

Quarterly Treasurer’s Report 

December 31, 2022 

 

CD SUMMARY – All 7-year brokered non-FDIC CD accounts 

 CD06740A6N9 Matured 6/29/21 $25,000 

CD38149MJC8 Matured 11/21/21 $28,000 

 CD61765GAA7 Matured 10/31/22 $15,000 

  Subtotal     $68,000* 

 CD06428PLS Matured 11/28/22 $15,000** 

 CD48125Y3W2 Expires 8/28/24  $15,000 

  Total      $98,000 

  Less CD dispositions below (2) $83,000 

 Net current CD Investments  $15,000 

 

*  $71,000 - Invested ($50,000 authorized) on 11/3/22 in FDIC  

secured US Treasury Notes earning 4.644% annually.  

($68k first subtotal amount + $3k earned on CD that  

matured on 10/31/22). 

** $15,000 CD that matured 11/28/22 - Directed not to invest  

this amount, but to deposit it into our checking account  

for now. 



                  

American Nudist Research Library 

Quarterly Treasurer’s Report 

December 31, 2022 

 

FUNDS SUMMARY 

 Checking Account   $ 30,921 

 US Treasury Notes   $ 71,000 

 CD Investments    $ 15,000 

Total Funds     $116,921 

 

OTHER TREASURY ISSUES 

 SUNBIZ - Change of board members filing. Florida Sunbiz records 
must be updated before a business credit card account can be opened, 
or an existing one can change authorized users according to the Florida 
banking regulations. The appropriate form has been prepared with 
adjustments and signatures and was mailed last month to begin this 
process.  Online processing/updating is not available and is expected to 
take several weeks if not months. Meanwhile, all current credit cards 
and authorized users remain in effect with no new ones added. 

  

 

 

 



American Nudist Research Library 

Quarterly Treasurer’s Report 

December 31, 2022 

 

 990-N IRS FORM FILING – This is an important annual 
informational tax filing that is required to maintain our tax-exempt 
status. A simple, free, online “postcard” filing can be made by me since 
our annual revenues are under the predetermined IRS threshold. We 
have already been approached by a private concern to perform this 
service for $40. Last year our 990-N form was filed possibly for $200. 

 

 2023 –  

1) I continue to work with Lynn in the development of a deadline 
list indicating dates of when periodic filings and payments must 
occur. 

2) Starting with the new year, the detail and purpose of all 
payments and expenditures will be required to categorize our 
expenditures by accounts. This will explain where our revenue 
is coming from and the reason for our disbursements. The goal 
here is to formulate an annual budget based upon this activity. 

3) New library credit cards will be issued later once we are 
notified that the Florida Sunbiz records are updated. This will 
involve newly authorized personnel as well as possibly a new 
bank handling this. 

4) Procedures will be written to explain the purpose and the steps 
to be followed to assure complete accountability.  



Treasury report continued

I am in the process of detailing the following expenses--

    OCT - $200 rent, $545 in Chase credit card purchases ($34, $35 Amazon;

$148 Spectrum + Misc.).

    NOV - $200 rent, $236 in Chase credit card purchases ($64 Ink, $17

Amazon + Misc.) $180 reimb to Bob 50% hosting fee, $150 American Library

Assoc dues.

    DEC - Access to December expense transaction activity is in Florida and will

be reviewed upon my return from MI. We know that we have incurred--$200

rent, $168 Christmas banquet ($110 coins, $58 chicken), $35 Sunbiz regis fee.

In my opinion, so far no expenditures are shown to be trending as abnormal.



Scanning ReportSubmitted by Andrew Walker1.1.2023The work of the scanning team continues to be on track. We have now completed our first yearwith this set-up and have had a successful twelve months. A total of 154 new files werescanned, converted, and added to the NAS. The breakdown of media types is:ï 102 Magazinesï 51 Booksï 1 Research Document



2022 Fourth Quarter Report - Newsletter Committee

Dee Kopesky, Remote Volunteer

There are two additions to the newsletter archive this quarter. The eTurtle

comes from the Turtle Lake Resort in Union City, Michigan. The other addition

is a blog called A Naturist World. It has been appearing in the newsletter email

and I have been saving them. I think there should be a discussion as to whether

we should actually be archiving this, as it's not associated with any club or

organization.

We also received a final letter from Coventry detailing their sale to a private

owner and their closure as a naturist resort.

Eden RV Resort has changed the name of their newsletter from The Eden Life to

simply Eden Newsletter. 

This quarter we received and archived a total of 154 newsletters. Fifty-nine of

those newsletters (38%) were received from Caliente and Paradise Valley; they

send out a very image-heavy newsletter every 2 to 3 days. Other newsletters

that we receive consistently come from Avalon, Cypress Cove, Lake Como,

Lupin Lodge and Sunny Sands.



ANRL Video Conversion Summary

Prepared by Gary Nichols

January 2, 2023

From October-December 2002, video donations have slowed, but continue. Accomplishments include:

● Removing duplicate entries from both the database (with Lou's help) and in NAS

● Making minor corrections to the video information in the database (with Lou's help). 

● Improving (with Lou and Bob) the layout and flow of the video entry screen for the database. 

Conversion Summary
As of

10/1/2022
As of

1/2/2023 Change
Percent

Complete

ANRL Video Titles 925 936 11 N/A

Titles with database fully 
updated

923 936 9 100%

Titles with topics fully 
updated

925 936 7 100%

DVDs for patrons 921 933 13 100%

MP4 files in NAS 921 932 11 100%

Hours of video on DVD & in 
NAS

852 859 7 100%

ANRL Videos Sorted by Most Frequent Topic

Titles by Topic Count Percent
Art 28 3%

➢ Art-Artists and Exhibits 1 4%

➢ Art-Body Painting 8 29%

➢ Art-How To 12 43%

➢ Art-Photography 7 25%
Beaches 21 2%
Clubs 116 12%
Conventions & Gatherings 9 1%



Titles by Topic Count Percent
Dance 6 1%
Documentary 20 2%
Drama 59 6%
Holidays 23 2%
Interview 50 5%
None of the above 16 2%
Nudist/Naturist Promotional 267 29%
Pageants 26 3%
Performance 56 6%

➢ Performance-Cypress 
Cove 50 89%

➢ Performance-Music 2 4%

➢ Performance-Variety 4 7%
Preview 25 3%
Religion 3 0%
Sport 91 10%

➢ Sport-Boating 3 3%

➢ Sport-Bowling 3 3%

➢ Sport-Boxing 1 1%

➢ Sport-Exercise 18 20%

➢ Sport-Gym Sports 13 14%

➢ Sport-Horse Riding 1 1%

➢ Sport-Olympics 4 3%

➢ Sport-Swimming 14 15%

➢ Sport-Volleyball 1 1%

➢ Sport-Wrestling 8 9%

➢ Sport-Yoga 25 27%
Travelogue 65 7%
TV Show 55 6%



ANRL Videos Participants Categories

Titles by Participant Type Count Percent
Children-boys 1 0%
Children-girls 5 1%
Children-mixed 14 2%
Couples 412 44%
Families 74 8%
Female-all ages 13 1%
Male-all ages 14 2%
Men 22 2%
Mixed genders & ages 300 32%
Teens-boys 4 0%
Teens-girls 16 2%
Teens-mixed 11 1%
Women 46 5%

932 100%
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Photo Archive reportI am writing to let you know that I have not completed any new photo scanningprojects in the weeks since the last report. Between the holidays and otherfamily commitments, there was no time for me to work on this project. I will bereturning to Kissimmee on Saturday, January 7, and my plans are to resume thisscanning project at that time. I should be able to report the completion ofseveral photo albums by the time the next quarterly report is due.Rick Marchessault



Fourth Quarter(Oct/Nov/Dec 2022) Membership Report

 for Jan. 21,2023 BOard Meeting


As of December 30, 2022 there are 224 members of the American 
Nudist Research Library.  Attached  is a more detailed statistical 
report of the membership numbers.  During the third quarter a new 
membership category was initiated, Premium Membership. This new 
category has resulted in 13 new paid memberships, including one 
Life Membership.  


Revised renewal letters, developed to increase the individual’s 
awareness of their expiring membership, were implemented in 
November. Four unique emails/letters were written for renewals: 
overdue from 0-60 days, 61-120 days, 121-180 days and more than 
the 180 days.  Members more than 8 months overdue were notified 
their membership had expired.


During the 4th quarter individual interviews were conducted with 
library members, board members and a few non members.  A focus 
group of non-library members and members was completed.  This 
qualitative research provided insight and recommendations for the 
marketing plan drafted during the quarter. It also provided a basis for 
more quantitative research which will be started in January 2023.


A draft marketing plan for ANRL has been written. The plan identifies 
target audiences, specific messages for each audience, and 
strategies which can be used to deliver these messages.  This plan 
will be reviewed by the Board in a special marketing meeting in mid-
January.  The goal of the meeting will be to obtain Board input, 
recommendation for approval and a preliminary budget.  


Dave Carlson, creative talent behind ANRL’s 40th anniversary 
marketing efforts, has agreed to develop some of the creative 
elements for the new marketing plan, including a membership flyer 
and a general brochure. The goals and message priorities for these 
have been developed.  In early January, Dan Erwin, President of 



Cypress Cove Camera Club, will complete a photo shoot, in the 
library, to provide recent photos for these marketing pieces.  


While drafting the marketing plan a need to improve ANRL's social 
media presence was identified. Kris Hailbeck has agreed help in this 
effort by heading a newly proposed Social Media Committee. Kris has 
already drafted an ANRL Social Media Policy for Board approval.   
Initially, Kris will develop a team of vetted, remote volunteers with 
current profiles on various key social media sites. Team members will 
agree to adhere to the ANRL Social Media Policy.  The team will 
discuss topics to initiate conversations and "to get the ball rolling". 
Additionally, one or two topics/articles will be selected for everyone to 
post at the same time.  The goal will be to determine which sites have 
the most traffic, to help make future marketing initiatives more 
effective.  




Membership report continued



Proposal:  No library electronic account shall be dependant on a personal web
page or e-mail account.  These should be phased out over the next year, as
they come up for renewal.

Examples:

1.  Patron Computer #1 is accessed through retired librarian Ed Westen's e-mail
address.  (May no longer be the case)

2.  There is something called Graber's Dropbox (probably set up by former
president Dave Graber).  The address anrlscanning@outlook.com doesn't work
any more.

3.  We do not own our web site.  It is a subdivision of bobshomebrew.

4.  Our mailing list on Filemaker must go through bobshomebrew.

5.  An attempt has been made to alter our banking account to require a second
password, which is Bob's home telephone number.  (Bob is not the treasurer
and never has been.)

6.  Our Zoom account and Microsoft 365 accounts are in Dave Foote's name,
and he is reimbursed annually.



Life Membership Fee Proposal

When the library was founded in 1979, they set annual membership at $8, and
life membership at $500.  Over the years, the annual membership fee rose five
or six times to keep up with inflation--until it is now $30.  But the life fee has
never been adjusted.  500 1979 dollars are today the equivalent of more than
$2,000.

The board recommends a YES vote at the Annual Membership Meeting on the
following proposal:

Raise the Life Membership fee in two stages:
$1,000 effective February 1, 2023,
$2,000 effective January 1, 2024.

This will give prospective Life Members time to make financial decisions.



In the last couple of months, I have met twice with Peter, the Cove manager.  He
has been very helpful in brainstorming possible solutions for the library's need
for more shelf space.  I also picked the brain of an architect friend who stopped
by.  Some conclusions:

1.  Our suggestion of expanding the building westward toward the pool isn't
going to fly.  The Cove does not want to give up any more grassy lounging area.

2.  An alternative suggestion of expanding eastward toward the street looked
attractive at first, until we learned that the law requires a 10-foot setback from
the street.  That leaves only 13 feet for expansion--which is too much money
for so little space.  And the Cove does not want to swerve the street because of
tree roots on the other side.

3.  Expanding the building north, south, or up are equally impractical, and
would not allow us to keep an eye on what people are doing.  In short, the day
will come when the present location is no longer adequate for the library.  So



we looked at ways to put that day off for several more years.

4.  We considered and rejected as impractical such approaches as moving the
interior wall or buying movable shelving.

5.  The simplest and least expensive plan would be to move our center row of
shelves 32 inches to the north, and add a second center row that would reduce
our table area by 13 inches.  (Plan attached.  Peter suggested I also mark the
shelf areas with blue tape on the floor, so we can see the actual size.)  This
strategy would add 180 feet of shelf space.

6.  This is not a permanent solution.  Over the last five years, our physical
collection has grown on an average of 12 feet of shelf space a year.  I know that
the books and videos I plan to leave to the library will require about 19 feet of
shelf space in the main room (not counting shelf space in the back room.)  So I
am guessing that our new 180 feet of shelving would buy us 10 or 12 years--
by which time another generation would have to wrestle with the problem.

7.  The big losers in such a plan would be the scanning department--but with a
much smaller scanner, they don't need the space they did before.  We would
have to buy a smaller table, but that is a minor expense.  I want to keep the
door there, so people are not rifling through our foreign magazine archives.

8.  I do not know if the carpet extends under the present center row of shelves. 
If so, it would surely be a different color.  Even after cleaning, we may want to
put a runner between the two sets of shelves.  The center lights are positioned
well enough for illuminating both rows.

9.  While we are moving things around, I would like to move the patron
computers to where librarians can keep a better eye on computer use.

10.  The advantages of this remodeling plan are that it would require no
architect's fees or permits.  But while the Cove would pay for moving external
walls, rearranging the inside would have to be at our expense--though the
Cove may donate a small amount toward that effort.  I would like to see if we
could find a carpenter willing to donate his time.

11.  Many weeks of board brainstorming resulted in one suggested
improvement, which has been incorporated into the plan.

12.  Once the board decides on a general direction, we can start getting price
estimates.  Remodeling during the summer months when the library has fewer
visitors would be least disruptive.



I move that we proceed with this remodeling plan, pending final board approval
of estimated expenses.

Paul LeValley


